Seminar on Place, Movement and Experience in Architecture

Opening
10:30 Panu Lehtovuori

Book presentation “Understanding and Designing Place”
10:45 Klaske Havik

Searching for a Sense of Place and Meaning: On Focality in Architecture
11:30 Pekka Passinmäki

12:15-13:45 lunch

Chimes, Throbs and Rumors: Urban Soundscape as the Place of Meaningful Encounters
13:45 Angeliki Sioli

The Temporality and Rhythmicity of Lived Street Space
14:30 Jani Tartia

15:00 coffee/tea break

Knowledge by Movement
15:30 Anna-Maija Tuunanen

Movement, Care, Delay: Choreographing Architectural Values
16:00 Alberto Altés Arlandis

16:30 closing discussion, drinks
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